
11-1990 [A-1908] Fidelity - Elite Avant Garde Version 8 (model 6117-8) never released 

From a great German collector and expert whom I know personally from the tournaments in 

Kaufbeuren and Klingenberg, I received an e-mail with a question about the Fid. Elite AG #8.    
 

Thursday, June 16, 2022 

Subject: Original Fidelity V8 
 

Hello Hein, 

  

I am currently looking for an original Fidelity Elite Avant Garde V8 with 68020 dual 

processor. Have you ever come across an original EAG V8 in real life? Do you perhaps have 

any photo or video material? Do you know anyone who can help me further? Or is there a 

possibility that due to the understated success of the V5, the V8 was never released 

commercially? 
 

Anonymous greetings  
 

This interesting question immediately triggered my curiosity. Unable to come up with a good 

answer right away, I began an extensive search in my database. In the old American magazine 

Computer Chess Reports Quartely I did not find a single review! The only thing it did contain 

was from a wholesaler who assumed in advance that this model would appear sooner or later.   
 

Computer Chess Reports Quartely Vol. 1 No. 1 First Quarter 1990 

Wholesale company: Corp. ICD 21 Walt Whitman Road, Huntington Station, NY 11746 USA 

 

BETWIXT & BETWEEN $1000 AND $1300  

Fidelity Custom Elite Version 3, Fidelity Custom Elite Multiprocessor Version 5, Mephisto Porto 

Rose 16-bit, Modular Fidelity Mach IV. 

 

ABOUT $1300-$2000  

Mephisto Porto Rose Exclusive 16-bit, Fidelity Custom Elite Version 4, Mephisto Porto Rose Munich 

16-bit, Fidelity Custom Elite Version 6, Mephisto Porto Rose Bavaria 16-bit. 

 

UP THERE OVER $2000  

Mephisto Porto Rose Exclusive 32-bit, Fidelity Custom Elite Version 7, Mephisto Porto Rose Munich 

32-bit, Mephisto Porto Rose Bavaria Munich 32-bit. 

 

FOR USE ON YOUR PRIVATE JET, LIMO AND YACHT 

Fidelity Custom Version 8, Fidelity Custom Version 9, Fidelity Custom Version 10, Mephisto 36 

MHz 68030 Porto Rose. 

 

And then just for the very last time… 
 

Computer Chess Reports Quarterly Vol. 1 No. 3 Third Quarter 1990 

Wholesale company: Corp. ICD 21 Walt Whitman Road, Huntington Station, NY 11746 USA 

 

Some Choices are Hard... Mephisto 68030 36 MHz, Elite Avant Garde Version 10, Elite Avant Garde 

Version 9, Bavaria Munich 32 bit, Elite Avant Garde Version 8, Portorose Munich 32 bit, Portorose 

Exclusive 32 bit, Elite Avant Garde Version 7, Bavaria Munich 16 bit, Elite Avant Garde Version 6, 

Portorose Munich 16 bit, Portorose Exclusive 16 bit, Mach IV, Portorose Modular 16 bit, Elite Avant 

Garde Version 5, Munich Polgar 10 MHz, Munich Polgar, Elite Avant Garde Version 4, Modular 

Polgar 10 MHz, Elite Avant Garde Version 3. 



In my entire database, I could not find a single useful clue, nor could I find this model among 

the world's leading collectors. As we know, from the introduction of the new Elite Avant 

Garde versions, Fidelity had only indicated that the Elite Avant Garde Version 1 would not 

appear. Remarkable though is the price list below, which clearly states that the Elite Avant 

Garde Version 8 is not available! 
 

 

 

 

 
Above is the Dutch language price list of Fidelity Electronics (Benelux) from July 

1, 1989. As you can see, the Fidelity Elite Avant Garde Version 1 and the Elite 

Avant Garde Version 8 are not available! The always well-informed Tom 

Fürstenberg even gives the Dutch sales prices for all Elite Avant Garde versions 

that would become available in the future! 
(photo copyright © by http://www.schaakcomputers.nl/) (600 dpi) 
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Why was the Elite Avant Garde Version 8 never released? 

At first I thought it had to do with the takeover of Fidelity by Hegener+Glaser in September 

1989. But no, on closer inspection I was on the wrong track! Fidelity would continue to 

operate as an independent subsidiary of Hegener with its own sales and product engineering 

under the leadership by Sid Samole and with the participation of all senior staff.  

 

Tom Fürstenberg of Fidelity Benelux came up with a price list in July 1989 in which the Elite 

Avant Garde Version 1 and 8 were not available from the start!  Later price lists, dated April 

15 and October 15, 1991, and June 1, 1992, also clearly lack versions #1 and #8. He always 

imported his Fidelity chess computers directly from the manufacturer in the USA. Moreover, 

he regularly flew to Miami to maintain personal contacts and to keep well informed of the 

latest developments.  

 

Fidelity has never indicated why they did not want to release Elite Avant Garde Version 8. In 

my opinion, the Fidelity EAG Version 8 (like the EAG Version 1) were not interesting 

enough to market commercially. How available and at what price were the dual processors? 

Did the production of all those handmade wooden chessboards perhaps also have a capacity 

problem? All questions we can no longer answer. Surely Fidelity EAG Version 9 and 10 were 

more important and profitable, so a line was drawn between EAG Version 8. 

 

The following Elite Avant Garde versions appeared in Germany: 
- Elite Avant Garde 2265 #2  in September 1989 DM 2.495,--  (in February 1990 DM 1.998,--)  

- Elite Avant Garde 2325 #6  in September 1989 DM 5.495,--  (in February 1990 DM 4.598,--)  

- Elite Avant Garde 2325 #5  in January 1990  DM 3.495,--  (in February 1990 DM 2.998,--)  

- Elite Avant Garde 2325 #9  in January 1990  DM 12.950,--  (in February 1990 DM 9.998,--) 

- Elite Avant Garde 2325 #10  in December 1990 DM 18.000,-- 

- Elite Premiere    in April 1992  DM 1.998,-- 

 
 

 

 
From now on the Fidelity Elite Avant Garde Version 9 is available for  

DM 12.950,-- and the Elite Avant Garde Version 5 for DM 3.495,--. 

Version 5 remains the only one from the Elite Avant Garde series with a Multi-Processor! 
(Source: German magazine Rochade – January 1990) (photo copyright © by https://www.schaakcomputers.nl/) (600 dpi) 
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After the Elite Premiere things went downhill very fast at Hegener+Glaser: 

- Fidelity Little Kishon - model 6128 (never released) 

- Fidelity Master 2400 - model 6130 (never released) 

- Fidelity Challenger 2300 - model 6133 (never released) 

- Fidelity Miami - model 6134 (never released) 

- Fidelity Sovereign Challenger (= Challenger 2300 wooden housing - never released) 

                                                                              

Saitek buys competitor Mephisto  
On January 19, 1994, the Hegener+Glaser company came to an end. This marked the end of 

an important period in the world of commercial computer chess. The Munich-based 

Hegener+Glaser company, the manufacturer of the Mephisto chess computers, lost its 

independence. After twenty-five years, the company was taken over by its biggest competitor, 

Saitek.   

 

The takeover came as no surprise. Hegener+Glaser, founded in 1969 by Manfred Hegener and 

Florian Glaser, had been active in computer chess since the late 1970s. The problems had 

begun when Hegener+Glaser decided to acquire the American competitor Fidelity in 1989. 

Hegener+Glaser hoped thereby to gain a foothold in the lucrative American market, where 

Fidelity was a big name. That turned out to be a miscalculation. What exactly happened was 

never made clear, or at least never announced to the public. Did the U.S. market collapse? 

Were games being played? Was Fidelity not as healthy as Mephisto must have thought? In 

any case, the acquisition turned out to be a fiasco.  

 

According to the German magazine Computer-Schach und Spiele, the true situation in the 

United States was hidden from the Hegener+Glaser management for a long time by fictitious 

statistics. When people in Munich found out what was really going on, it was too late. In 1992 

Hegener+Glaser had to announce to its shareholders that half of the capital had been lost.  

Since then, a solution has been diligently sought. At the time there were already talks with 

Saitek, but psychologically that was too big a step.  

 

A Swiss investment company also came into the picture. That came to nothing and 

Hegener+Glaser had to apply for a moratorium on payments. This eventually resulted in a 

settlement and the remission of part of the debts. In 1993 there were rumors for a while that 

the company would get back on its feet. However, it turned out to be a stay of execution. Also 

1993 led to a loss of millions at Hegener+GIaser. Hence Manfred Hegener was in the picture 

during the World Computer Chess Championships in Munich. He could already see the storm 

coming. Moreover, he had been thinking about selling his company for a long time.  

 

So it became Saitek after all. This company, owned by Swiss industrialist Eric Winkler, had 

recently moved its production from Hong Kong to China. The Mephisto chess computers 

were produced there from now on. The Mephisto brand name was precisely the decisive 

factor for Saitek to acquire Hegener+Glaser. Actually, the combination Saitek-Mephisto was 

not so strange. The Mephisto brand name was particularly strong in Germany and in the more 

expensive market segment worldwide. Saitek was more international and derived its strength 

largely from the cheaper and mid-range chess computers.  

 

So much for a little history on the acquisition of Hegener+Glaser by Saitek. After studying all 

this thoroughly again, I come to the conclusion that this takeover too has nothing to do with 

the non-appearance of the Elite Avant Garde Version 8. 
 



 

 

 

The Elite Avant Garde 2325 Version 8  

with model number 6117-8 was never released! 
(photo copyright © by https://www.schaakcomputers.nl/) (600 dpi) 
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In July 1989, the first advertisement appeared in the German magazine Rochade. Later, 

other magazines such as Computer-Schach und Spiele followed. This German 

advertisement showed "Ab sofort lieferbar!" This is of course a half-truth, because only 

a limited number of versions were available in Germany. Only Elite Avant Garde 

versions #2, #5, #6, #9 and #10 were available in the years 1989 and 1990. The Elite 

Avant Garde versions #1 and #8 never appeared commercially! 
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All released Elite Avant Garde versions were able to learn  

from their mistakes from previous chess games played. 
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Related items: 
https://www.schaakcomputers.nl/hein_veldhuis/database/files/06-

1990,%20Modul,%20The%20Spracklens%20on%20multiprocessor%20systems%20(German%20to%20English%20translation).pdf  
 

https://www.schaakcomputers.nl/hein_veldhuis/database/files/05-1990,%20Rochade,%20H.-

P.%20Ketterling,%20Neues%20aus%20Nurnberg%20(Fidelity).pdf  (German language) 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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